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Presence: Erik, Annica, Eva, Antti

New Europass

Three pilars

e-portfolio all information CV etc. - Compleap competence profile - all European citizens for free, first version simple - upgrades after that - 
possibility to store open badges
information portal -  - new Ploteus - earlier differences between countries data - linked to e-portfoliolearning opportunities

list of guiding opportunities - competences validation - not online guidance yet
organizations can issue digitally signed credentials - formal education  institutions - digital diplomas, volunteering, companies etc. certificates - 
European Standard for credentials, open badges?

Availability of data for new Ploteus is still nagotiated - how does this nagotiation run compared to timeline?

Technical, political challenge - whats going to be in it? Only formal education or something elsi - differences between countries - launching in February 
2020 - does not sound feasible - 10-100% When can you launch and when not?

Idea of competition is rediculous - compare resources

How the thinking that has been done in Compleap would help Europass - architecture framework thinking should be available first in EU countries - 
Compleap can help

Co-operative - competing scenarios

Using video for Europass purposes

Best result:

not competing
what has been done could be useful for Europass purposes
Architecture? Not presented architectural views
Sharing all material for sure
Learning analytics - not sure how they are doing that

Far more importat to talk William O´Keeffe . Innovation Wg only group of people working with national Europass Centres. Martin Le Vrang (architect type 
person, ESCO), other on digital credentials

technical, architecture

Video, html prototype, - 30 minutes - 3-4 o´clock Budapest time 4 o´clock Finnish time

Erik will talk Monique. DUO arranging meeting June last week, July first week - meeting in Brussels - more efficient to William

Mika Launikari?
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